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Abstract
In this paper we study from an empirical point of view the causal relationship between beliefs and
property right institution. We first identified a set of cultural beliefs that could be correlated with the
variable of protection of private property right. As a second step we develop a methodology for
measuring these beliefs. Finally, we follow the literature regarding the determinants of property
rights and we include our belief variable into a standard economic model to see if beliefs could
explain the variability of the quality of property rights institution across countries. We found that
Christian beliefs as a proxy of our variable beliefs has a causal effect on the level of the protection of
property rights. These results are in line with the literature regarding the relationship between
cultural beliefs and institutions.
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1.Introduction

The classical questions of economic growth theory are: Why some countries are wealthier
than others?

Why some countries had a better economic performance than others?

These

questions seem to have a partial answer from the school of Neoinstitutional Economics. This school
of thought argues that the differences in GDP per capita across countries can be explained by
differences in institutional arrangements or different institutional equilibriums. So, institutions are
the main determinants of the long run economic performance of nations. Basically, countries that
developed along the history mechanisms to effectively protect private property rights are the
countries that perform better in economic terms.
Different approaches were developed for analyzing from an empirical point of view the
effects of institutions on economic performance. For instance in recent years a Historical and
Comparative Institutional Analysis was developed in order to explore the role of history in the
evolution of institutions. The most representative scholars that deal with this issue are Douglass C.
North and Avner Grief. They try to understand the nature of institutions and how institutions
evolved in time and how the resultant institutions affect the economic performance.
On the other hand, we have those who deal with the analysis of survey data and analyzing
the causality relationship between institutions and economic performance. One of the most
representative scholars in this field are Daron Acemoglu. Acemoglu, Simon Johnson and James
Robinson (2001, 2002). They gave us the statistical support for the causal relationship between
property right and economic growth.
The idea behind a system of beliefs; which can be defined as the set of ideas, thoughts that
are long lasting, capable to affect human choices is developed by North (2005) and Grief (1994).
More specifically the last one focuses on the effect of cultural beliefs on the resultant institutional
equilibrium in a society. The main purpose of this article is to provide support to this analysis from a
statistical point of view. This means that our work will focus on the analysis of the causal
relationship between beliefs and property right institutions, or the causal relationship between
cultural beliefs and the protection of private property right.
For that purpose, as a first step we are going to identify a system of beliefs that would be
susceptible to affect the institution of property rights. Once identified the set of beliefs, we are going
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to measure this set of beliefs and introduced into a cross sectional economic model and test if the
system of beliefs identified is capable to cause the quality of the institution of property rights. In this
article, we argue that a natural source of cultural beliefs is religion. Then we identify the set of
religions that could have an impact on property rights. We take Christian beliefs as our main belief
variable. From our analysis we found that cultural beliefs and more specifically Christian beliefs
cause the quality of property rights institution. Our results support the idea developed by North and
Grief, that beliefs affect institutional equilibriums.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Since our main goal is to try to study the
effect of beliefs on the protection of private property rights, in section two we are going to make a
review of the main theory and empirical work that was done for explaining the determinant of
property rights. Section three, will be devoted to the development of the theoretical framework. In
section four, we present our methodology for assessing cultural beliefs. In section five we present
the empirical methodology followed in order to study the causal relationship between beliefs and
institutions. Section six will be devoted to the conclusion.
2. Literature review
During the last years it seems that economists reached to a general agreement of that
institutions play an important role in explaining differences in per capita income across nations. As a
natural step, the effort made for understanding the forces behind economic growth lead many
economic scholars to put their energies in the quest of finding the ultimate reasons of economic
growth. Such an ambitious agenda, have as results a series of theories and empirical works on the
fundamentals of property rights. From such an effort, we can distinguish four main approaches of
the determinants of property rights.
The Law and Finance approach is one of these four theories. This theory state that the
establishment of a type of institution in a country is guided by legal incentives. This means that
different bodies of laws model and foster different kind of institutions. As was showed by La Porta
(1997) the differences of the securitization of the property rights around the world depend basically
on the legal origin. They argued, based on a comparative analysis of the law, that French civil law
system is less protective of property rights than British common law. So, countries that have or
inherited a French civil law perform worst in protecting property rights than countries that have or
inherited a British common law system.
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A possible explanation of that phenomenon could be as follow. First, it seems that the
development of legal system in France and England followed different paths. In the one hand, in
France the legal structure was designed in order to enhance to power of the State, however, in
England the legal framework was conceived to protect citizen from possible abuse of the dominant
position of the State. Second, the idea that British common law is more flexible than French civil
law, could be a reason of such a difference in institutional performance. This implies that, British
common law system could better adapt to new forms of contracting according to the necessity of
the market.
There are several empirical works that sustain this point of view. For instance La Porta,
Lopez de Silanes, Shleifer and Vishy (1997, 2005) support the Law and Finance view by showing
from an empirical point of view that countries that adopt French civil law protect less property
rights than countries with a British common law legacy. In addition, Djankov, La Porta, Lopez de
Silanes and Schleifer (2003) prove that French civil law is more rigid that British common law by
constructing an index of formalities. These results suggest again that legal origin matter in explaining
the differences in the quality of property rights institutions across nations.
As appealing that could be the Law and Finance approach, we could find another theory
which is also suggestive in the task to explaining the determinants of property rights, which is the
Endowment point of view. Defendant of this theory argues that geography, for instance climate and
quality of land, is the main factor of the differences on market institution between nations. Scholars
sustain that this hypothesis is related to certain aspect of colonization, as it is the case for the Law
and Finance approach.
They remark that former colonies that are closer to the equator perform worst in terms of
protection of property rights than colonies that are far from the equator. This could be due to the
fact that at the time of the colonization, on the one hand, colonizer enhance strong property rights
in lands where was not hostile for settlement, on the other hand, colonizer established extractive
institution rather that market institution in places that where hostile for living.
Skoloff (1997), in the same line as Acemoglu, state that the kind of geographical incentives,
for example type of lands, that colonizer confront makes some of them to enhance system of huge
inequalities that persist until now rather than to develop a more equal society. This last affect the
protection of property rights.
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Regarding this approach, a series of empirical work was performed by Acemoglu, Johson &
Robinson (2001, 2002). They point out that colonizer had different settlement strategies, these
strategies were influenced by the rate of mortality faced by colonizer. All this fact determines,
according to them, the type of institution developed in each colony, for instance a market
institutions or extractive institutions. They observe that colonizer established extractives institutions
when they confronted hostile situation for settlement, for example high rates of mortality, which is
in a certain form is related to the relative position of the colony with respect to the equator. On the
other hand, colonizer enhanced market institution in regions where the conditions for living were
suitable. Economic Historian like Engerman & Sokoloff (1997, 2002) brings support to this view by
analyzing and comparing the natural resources of land in North America and Latin America.
On the other hand, Douglass C. North state that the design and the establishment of
institutions could be done by agents that have the control of the political power. This is what we call
the Political approach of the determinants of property rights, our third determinant. This theory
implies that institutions are the results of political decisions. It is worth mention that people that rule
the policies could implement institutions that protect their own interest. Then, it could be possible
to think in the possibility of the allocation of property right in the society, at the same time this
allocation could result in a polarization of the society in term of income inequality and land
inequality.
Scholars who sustain this theory argues, at the same time, that countries with low level of
competition and no check and balance in their political system, could lead to States be responsible
for enhancing public policy that only protect certain group of interest. This lead to a fragile
institutional framework for the protection of property rights. What is more, it is argued that in this
king of political market, Government actions tend to be inconsistent, which make possible that
States foster rent seeking behavior and expropriate private property.
In this line of reasoning, Keefer & Knack (2002) and Clague, Keefer & Kanck (1996)
examine the relationship between democracy and protection of property rights. More specifically
they were interested is analyzing the effect of the duration of democracy and quality of property
rights institutions. They find that the more stable and long lasting is a democratic regime the better
is the protection of property rights. Empirical researches made by Easterly, demonstrated that
inequality affects negatively the level of protection of property rights.
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Perhaps the most intuitive theory is the one that sustain that culture is an important factor
that can explain most of the difference in protection of property rights around the world. Weber,
Putman, Lands, North and Grief assert that there are some sets of beliefs that are supportive for
developing good institutions, for instance institutions that foster economic growth. The idea behind
this approach is that culture, in other words a log lasting set of beliefs in a society, define the
conception of how a society must be organize and shape the preferences of economic agent with
respect to the desire economic institutions. According to this, not every society shares the same sets
of beliefs, as a consequence the type of institution that will be in place will vary across societies.
The recent empirical evidence regarding the effect of culture on economic outcome could be
divided into two. First, the empirical evidence which uses survey data. In this field, Tabellini (2005)
and Guiso, Sapienza & Zingales (2006) show that culture has an impact on economic outcome.
What is more, Guiso, Sapienza & Zingales (2003) show that religion attitude have an effects
on economic decisions. In the same line of research, Stulz & Williamson (2003) show that
differences in culture are able to explain the differences in performance between nations regarding
the protection of property rights. Licht (2005) at his time demonstrated that cultural values has an
impact on the quality of institutions, more specifically he shows that cultural values affect the quality
of property rights.
Second, the empirical evidence based on historical cases of studies suggests that long lasting
beliefs or culture determine the institutional arrangement in the societies. Prominent scholar that
deal with this issues are North (2005, 2009), Grief (2006) and Mokyr (2010).
3. Theoretical Framework
3.1 The argument
The hypothesis of this paper is that cultural beliefs are important in explaining the quality of
property right institution. More specifically, it is argued that Christian beliefs played an historical role
in enhancing the institution of property rights around the world. It is worth to mention that the goal
of The Church is not to develop public policies that enhance economic growth, but it happens that
the practice of Christian beliefs could have some positive effects on the institutional framework of
property rights.
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Figure N.1: Channels of Causation
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3.2 Beliefs and its relation to the organization of a society
There are some scholars that show from an economic–historical approach the effects of
Christianity in the old European society. According to North (2005) yesterday decisions affect
current choices, beliefs shape the human choices and also shape organization and institutions. In the
same line of reasoning, Grief (2006) argues that the resultant institutional framework is a
consequence of cultural factors. In other words, the organizational structure of a society depends on
cultural beliefs.
Cultural beliefs can be defined as the set of shared long lasting ideas, thought and beliefs.
These set of cultural beliefs become common knowledge, identical, transmitted from generation to
generation and they govern the interaction among people in the society (Grief,1994). One of these
structures of beliefs during the pre-modern world was what we called the Christian beliefs.
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One can ask the following question: Do a set of beliefs can have an effect on the design of
the institutional and organizational frame work of the society? Or more specifically, Do Christian
beliefs can affect the institutional organization of the society? According to the analysis of some
historical events done by some scholars it seems that it was the case.
In words of North (2005): “The Church carried over the cultural heritage of the classical world to Middle
Ages…..Most important, it provided a unified belief structure, an ideological frame, that shaped perceptions in the
medieval world. This common frame of reference served as the basis for the ongoing evolution of perceptions that would
guide choices shaping the future of polities and economies”. Three years after, in 2008, Douglass C. North,
asserts at the same time that the organizational structure of the church affected the evolution and
the nature of the organizational structure of kingdoms and corporations in Europe.
Orlandis (2004), documented that during the period of the kings Rhotari, Liutprand and
Charlemagne, Christians beliefs affected the legal system in Europe during the 5th and 6th century.
For instance, it was common practice between the Lombards, a barbarian community, to resolve
disputes by using the principle of bleud feud or private war, this law was replaced by a system of
monetary compensation. Another example is found during the kingdom of Charlemagne, who
imposed the Sunday as a festival day, according to what was established in the Gospel. Orlandis
states that within the time, the civil laws in Europe started to emulate the norms of the Gospel.
Stark (1996), asserts that the role of women in the roman society and Europe changed with
the development of Christianity in Europe during the 4th century. He argues that women in Christian
circles experiment a better status than elsewhere in the classical world. This could be due to the fact
that The Church discourrages marriages without the consent of woman.
Another evidence regarding the effect of Christian beliefs is finding in the development of
western corporation, which is provided by Grief (2006, 2010). He asserts that because of the
regulation of Church regarding marriage, the society in Europe could pass from a collectivist society
to an individualistic society by eliminating clans. And this allows the development of impersonal
exchange and the development of an institutional framework able to support this kind of
organizations.
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3.3 Beliefs and its relation to economics
The natural question that arises from an economic point of view is: Is there any relationship
between a system of beliefs and economic performance? It will be possible to think that Christian
beliefs are conducive to an agenda of economic prosperity?
One of the first scholars that try to answer that inquiry was Max Weber (1901). Basically, his
reasoning was the following: he makes a relationship between religion views and values and then a
relationship between values and economic attitudes (Coleman, 1990). By doing that, he concludes
that the ethic embodied in the Protestantism is conducive to the development of the forces of
capitalism and from that way affecting positively the economic performance of nations.
From his side North (2005) writes the following: “The beliefs structure embodied in Christian dogma
was, despite some notorious contrary illustrations, amenable to evolving in directions that made it hospitable to
economic growth. Both Ernst Benz (1966) and Lynn White (1978) maintain that Christian beliefs gradually evolved
the view that nature should serve making and therefore the universe could and should be controlled for economic
purposes. Such an attitude is an essential precondition for technological progress. But it was particularly the unique
institutional conditions of parts of medieval/early modern Europe that provided the short of experiences that served as
the catalyst to precipitate such perceptions. From this perspective Weber’s protestant ethic is a part of the story of this
adaptation but is “downstream” from the originating sources.”
Stark (2005) argues that Christianity was one of the causes of the success of the Western
world. That is inasmuch as the Church develop a rational theology which after impacted the
evolution of knowledge in other fields. At the same time, the Church enhanced the development of
agriculture. He claims that the rise of individualism was possible to the development of Christian
beliefs.
Gusio & Sapienza (2003), use the data from the World Value Survey for exploring the
possible effects of religion views on the economic attitudes. From their output, they suggest that
religion beliefs have an effect on economic attitudes. More specifically they imply that Christian
religions, catholic, orthodox and protestant, are positively associated to attitudes that promote
economic growth.
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3.4. Beliefs and property right institution
Having this historical evidence about the effect of Christian beliefs on the institutional and
organizational framework of a society, we can ask if it will be possible and reasonable to think that
beliefs or Christians beliefs could have an effect in the quality of property right institution.
If one looks the world map of the property rights index developed by the Heritage
Foundation (2011), we can see at first glance that on average countries that can be classified as
Christians, perform better in terms of the protection of property rights than countries that have not
Christian religion as the dominant religion (see figure N.2). The index of property right developed
by the heritage foundation goes from 0 to 100, values that are close to 100 means better
performance in terms of property rights, on the other hand values close to 0 means the opposite.

Figure N.2: Average Score of the Property Rights Index according to Religion
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Source: Heritage Foundation

As we can see from the figure above, it seems that the idea that Christian beliefs affect
institutional aspect of a society is confirmed. However, if we want to have more robust empirical
analysis that used survey data more works has to be done. One of the first things that we should try
to do is to explore the contents of these beliefs that makes people respect property rights.
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3.5 The idea of respect of property as a mandate: The emplantation of internal constraints
Basically one can think that when one talks about property rights institution, we are talking
about a fundamental right that each person has, which is the respect of their belongings or
technically the respect of their private property rights. At the same time, the issue of respecting the
rights of others has a moral, etic connotation.
In that sense and following the idea of Hall and Jones (1999), the respect of property rights
involves at least three elements: the first elements is related to the fact that somebody should teach
that it is good to respect property rights and it is bad not to do it. The second condition, is the
existence of a punishment for those who did not respect this principle, and third is that the
punishment has to be credible. From a beliefs point of view, Christian beliefs seems to fit these
three conditions.
First, the Decalogue or the ten commandments fulfill the first requirement. The Decalogue
can be briefly defined a series of moral principle or moral imperative regarding the respect of the
rights of God and the rights of the neighbor. So the church explicitly shows what are the good
things to do and what are the bad things that should not do or the thing to avoid to do.
Second, the church since it existence have been teaching that if somebody respect the
Decalogue then it will be awarded with the heaven after dead, and in the contrary if somebody did
not accomplish the Decalogue then he or she will be punished with the eternal hell after dead. As we
can see the organization of the church asserts an explicit punishment for those who did not respect
the right of God and the others.
Historical analyses made by Stark (1996), Orlandis (1997, 2004) and Rops, Maitre, Retif,
Vansteenkiste, Marrou, Ricard, Musset, Dvornick, Sugranye and Barhy (1956), show that Christianity
and therefore Christian beliefs were widespreaded around the entire European continent until the
point that we can talk about a Christian Europe in the 15th century. Subsequently, once European
people accepted and adopted the Christian beliefs, they start to exporting these beliefs to the entire
world from the 16th until now.
The expansion of Christianity was possible and therefore the expansion of Christian beliefs
was possible in part due to the belief that the church is universal and apostolic. It is worth mention
that the intensity of the Christian beliefs varies across countries.
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From the facts exposed above, we can state that Christian beliefs were evolving and
consolidating in the European continent. Until the point that people incorporate the beliefs
regarding the Decalogue, making at this time credible in the society the punishment of the hell for
the eternity for those who did not respect the ten commandments.
By this way the Church implanted into the people who accepted the Christian beliefs a
internal constraint for respecting the property right.
3.6 The secularization of the mandate
The Christian thought regarding the issue of private property rights was profoundly
influenced by the thought of Saint Augustin (354-430), which sustained that this right is a natural
condition (Sartk,2005). This assertion made by St. Augustin has profound implications, the fact that
thinking that private property right is a natural condition means that private property rights is
connatural to human being. The later imply that the private property right is a granted right by every
human, citizen just because of being human being.
So, this implies that the State must guarantee the right and the protection of private property
rights of each citizen, no mattering her or his social, cultural and economic background, since
according to Christian dogma every human has the same dignity the dignity of God’s son.
St. Albertus Magnus (1193/1206-1280) and Giles of Rome (1243-1316), a member of the
Church’s clergy, stated that the private property existed inasmuch as is a convenience of man and it
is a pre-condition for maintaining the order in a society (Stark, 2005).
Such was the influences of these beliefs that the state approves certain political reforms
following pressures of civil and religious groups. In word of Stark (2005): ―…Magna Charta was
imposed in 1215 on King John by a coalition of British nobles and church officials ……….Thus this cross and
sword combine to being tamting the state to give the English individual freedoms and secure property rights …..‖
From these facts, we can see that Christian beliefs regarding property rights started to materialized in
the society.
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4. An attempt for measuring beliefs
Then if now we want to see the effects of these beliefs on the institution of property rights
from an econometric point of view, we need to find a way for materializing these beliefs. In other
words we need to find a mechanism or algorithm for measuring Christian beliefs. This is a
challenging task inasmuch beliefs pertain to the world of intangibles.
Fridmand (1975) and Alesina (2005), show how the communism system affected economical
behavior. More specifically, Alesina shows from an empirical analysis how communism affect
personal preferences. He suggested that people who were living in the East part of Germany under
the communist regime (1945-1990), after the reunification of Germany presented high preferences
for redistribution and State intervention than those who were living on the western part of
Germany, the capitalist regime. So, from that we can see that communist beliefs modified in a
certain way the beliefs of people exposed to this belief.
From the evidence presented above, we can argue that ideas or beliefs take times to be
accepted, widespread and putted in practice in a society. At the same time, we can state that the
more time a set of belief is present in a society, the more this set of beliefs will be disseminated
among the citizens. Regarding Christians beliefs, we can sustain that the more time the Christians
beliefs are present in a society the more the intensity of this beliefs will be in that society. Then in
order to measure Christian beliefs we are going to use as a proxy the numbers of years that
christanity is present in a society.
We are going to call this variable the variable of Intensity of Christian Beliefs (ICB). So, the
more will be the value of this variable, measured by the net number of years of Christianity, for a
country the more intensive will be the Christian beliefs in that country. For constructing this
variable, as a first step we are going to assess the year in which a Christian mission arrived to a
country. After that, we are going to calculate the difference between this date and the year 2010 (our
year of reference).
As a second step, we are going to adjust this amount of years with certain historical episodes
that could affect Christians beliefs in a determined country. For that purpose we are going to deal
with some historical books about the Universal History of Christian Missions and some books about
the History of the Church.
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Christian missions started at different period of the history depending on the location of the
country. In the case of Europe, the Christian missions started in the first century. In South America
they started in the 15th century, in Asia the first Christian missionaries arrived around the 15th
century, in North Africa around the first century and for the rest of Africa around the 17th century
and for the case of North America and Oceania around the 16th century. It is worth mention, that
Christian missions confronted different environment, which affected the grade of penetration of
Christianity and it developed differently across nations depending on the cultural traits of each
country.
The Christianization of Europe took a long time, we can said that Christianity became the
dominant religion of the entire Europe in the 15th century (Orlandis, 2004). From that we can
sustain that Christian beliefs were established in Europe at that period of time. But from an intensity
point of view of the Christian beliefs we can say that the intensity of these beliefs were different
across nations.
For example, the Christian beliefs were more intense in UK than in Spain, inasmuch as
Spain was affected by Islamic beliefs for about seven centuries. In the same line we can argue that
Christian beliefs in France were more intense than those from Greece since this last country was
part of the Ottoman Empire, which was embodied by Islamic beliefs. Following the same line of
reasoning, we can sustain that Christian beliefs in UK where more intense than the Christians beliefs
of Poland during 1945-1990, since the last country was affected by other beliefs, for instance
communist beliefs.
When colonizers and missionaries arrived to South America, they confronted different
barriers for expanding the Christian beliefs. For instance, because there were other beliefs that were
already implanted, that is the case of countries that were part of the Mayas, Aztecas and Inca
Empires. Distinct was the case of the development of colonization and mission process in North
America, U.S.A and Canada. At the time the Europeans arrived to this part of the world, they fund a
territory with a low level of density per km2, so the implantation of Christian beliefs was almost
immediately since there were no such another set of beliefs that can oppose to the Christian beliefs.
This was the case for Australia and New Zealand too.
Missionaries of Asia should confront native beliefs like buddhism at the time they arrived to
this continent. One of the remarkable cases was Japan, which during the period 1549-1650 the
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Christianity experiment high rate of growth. According to Maitre (1956), Japan was one of the
countries at that period of time that has been strongly influenced by the Christian civilization. It is
worth mention that during the period 1614-1637, Christians in Japan was the focus of persecutions.
Another interesting case was South Korea. According to Kim (1993, 2000) and Grayson (2009), the
emplantation of Christianity in South Korea was successfully, among the reasons is that Korean
beliefs are close to Christian beliefs.
The case of Africa shows that one of the most important problem that missionaries found
where the problem of language and the problem of slavery. For some region of Africa, like Algeria,
Tunisia and Algeria, Christianity arrived during the first century but it happens that Christians beliefs
where supplanted by Islamic beliefs around the seventh century. This phenomenon was particularly
the case for North Africa.
Then in order to calibrate the numbers of years of Christianity, which is the same as to taking
into account the intensity of Christian beliefs, we are going to proceed as follows:
General principle
1. We are going to subtract the period of time in which Christian beliefs were confronted to an
opposite set of beliefs, just if these last beliefs were implanted after Christian beliefs. For
example the number of years of barbarian invasion, the years in which the country was
under the influenced by Islamic beliefs, the years in which the country was part of the
Ottoman Empire and the number of years of communist period.
2.

Hall and Jones(1999), argues that: ―…On the other hand, European influences was much stronger in
areas of the world that were sparsely settled at the beginning of the sixteenth century, such as United States,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and Argentina.‖ Following this idea, a country will be profound
affected by European beliefs if in this country we found the following condition: no barriers
to the emplantation of European beliefs. If this requirement is accomplished then we are
going to assign the intensity of beliefs of the colonizer country.
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Specific rules
Rule 1
First we are going to apply the following formula for countries that were colonizer or that
have never been a colony, for instance European countries.
ICBcit = NCit – Ndit (1)
ICBci : Stock of Intensity of Christian beliefs of a colonizer country i at time t.
Ncit

: number of years of Christianity in country i at time t.

Ndit

: number of years of disruption of Christian dogma in country i at time t.

Rule 2
Second we are going to apply the following formula for those countries that were colonized
of received any kind of influences from a country, for instance countries of The Americas, Africa,
Oceania and Asia.
ICBnit = (ICBco*j) + (ICBno*k) (2)
ICBnit : Stock of Intensity of Christian beliefs of a colonized country i at time t,
ICBco : Stock of Intensity of Christian beliefs of the colonizer country of country i,
ICBno : Stock of Intensity of Christian beliefs of the colonized country i at time t. This stock of
of beliefs is determined using equation (1) of the rule 1.
j

: is the percentage of people with European colonizer origin.

k

: is equal to 1-j

Rule 3
A country will receive all the stock of beliefs of a colonizer in the case were there is no
historical evidence of a rejection of that stock of beliefs. Then for these countries we are going to
apply the following formula:
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ICBnit = ICBco – Ndit (3)

The result from that exercise is showed in detailed on the Appendix 1.
Then once we have compute the variable of Intensity of Christian beliefs, we are going to
see if there is a correlation between this intensity of beliefs and the measure of protection of
property right constructed by Heritage Foundation.

Figure N.3: Intensity of Christian Beliefs (ICB) vs Property Right Index (PRI)

As we can see from the figure N.3, the PRI increases as the value of IBC increases. This
means that the correlation between the two variables is positive. This result suggests from a
statistical point of view that the set of beliefs, in this case the set of Christian belief, could be a
variable that help to explain the variability of the quality of property rights institution across
countries. For being sure about this prediction, we need to analyses if there is a causal relation from
ICB to PRI.
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5. Empirical Methodology
5.1 Specification of the Model
The main objective of the article is to see if the set of beliefs defined as Christian beliefs are
able to explain the quality of property rights across countries.
The basic economic relationship that we are going to estimate is the following:
PRI = a + bICB + cLOUK + dLAT +eDEMO + e (1)
Where PRI is our dependent variable and stand for Property Right Index, which is
constructed by The Heritage Foundation. We take the average from this variable for the period
1995-2011. LOUK is a dicotomic explanatory variable which take the values 1 if the country has a
British common law origin and take the value of 0 otherwise, we extract this variable from La Porta
et al 1997. LAT stand for Latitude and it measures the distance of a country from the equator. This
variable try to capture some geographical and endowment aspects. The variable DEMO stand for
democracy. We take this variable from Shleifer, 2010. This variable varies in an increasing way from
1 to 7, high values implies low quality of democracy. Our principal variable is ICB, the one that we
want to test and see if this variable can explain the variability of the property right index across
countries.
For purpose of robustness check, we are going to work with the following economic
specification:
PRI = a + bICB + cLOUK + dLAT +eDEMO + Z’x + e (2)
Where Z is a vector of control variables. The control variables are: GDP per capita from
Pen World Table, the grade of openness constructed of a country is taken from Frankel and Romer
(1999), the level of income inequality existing in a country and a measure of the social fragmentation
from Okediji(2011).
5.2 Dealing with endogeneity
This section is based on Mijiyawa (2006). One of the most challenging tasks of this kind of
empirical work is to find explanatories variables that are exogenous. If the variables are not
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exogenous, then our results will suffer from bias. And we will not be able talk about any causal
relationship. So let check if our explanatories variables are exogenous or endogenous.
Our first variable is the variable of Intensity of Christians Beliefs. From an historical point of
view the choice of beliefs was not guided by any economic principle. People did not choose to
beliefs in Jesus Christ because of economic efficiency principles. What is more, the resultant
Christian beliefs in a society was a product of the history of the influenced of family and friendship a
not the product of looking for improving the performance of institutions. It is worth mention that
out measure of this beliefs date from 33 AC.
Another variable is the variable of legal origin. As for the case of the variable intensity of
Christian beliefs, the choice of the legal framework is related more to historical aspects, which at a
certain point could be seen as a predetermined variable. Then we can conclude that this variable will
suffer less from simultaneity errors (Hodler & Lobsiger, 2008).
The variable Latitude is a predetermined variable, it is a natural state variable for each
country. It is not a choice variable. Nobody even no politician decided that a country will be
geographical located close o far from the equator. Then we can conclude that this variable is pretty
exogenous.
Concerning democracy, it was demonstrated by Acemoglu and Johnson (2005) that is
democracy that explain private property rights and not the reverse. However in order to lessen
possible problem of simultaneity error, we are going to use the initial value of democracy of our time
series, which is 1970. Inasmuch as we will have a kind of predetermined variable, just like intensity
of Christian beliefs.
Regarding our control variables, the variable of Social fragmentation could be seen as given
or a predetermined variable. This is because the characteristics of the people in a country is the
product of history and geographical conditions, that a far from being considered a choices variables.
The variable of the grade of openness of a country as a measure of ratio of the difference
between the level of export and the level of import over the level of GDP, could suffer from
simultaneity errors. For avoiding endogeneity problems we are going to rely on the variable called
constructed trade, which captures the natural tendency of a country to be open. The variable used is
the one constructed by Frankel and Romer (1996).
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For the case of the variable of income inequality, in words of Mijiyawa (2006):”Indeed, the level
of inequality of a country at time t, can be perceived as the consequence of Historical events (Engerman and Skoloff,
1997, 2000) and consequently exogenous to the current institutions in a country.‖ The basic idea is that because
of the quality of land, different kind of activities will be developed, for instance lands that are
suitable for production of sugar cane induce the development of an inequality system that can
persist on time. So then, we can consider the variable of income inequality as an exogenous variable.
Now, the variable GDP per capita could suffer from simultaneity errors. One can argue that
wealthy nations can support better institutions, but at the same time it is possible to argue that better
institution enhance high level of GDP per capita. So the causality can go in both senses. We are
going to attenuate this problem following the strategy follows by Mijiyawa (2006). We are going to
predetermined the measure of GDP by using the first value of GDP per capita for each country in
the sample of the series of time, which in our case is the year 1970.
Once we attenuated the possible simultaneity errors due to the exogeneity, we pass to the
analysis of the data.
5.3 Statistical Analysis
In the following figure we can observe the average of the property right index by continent.
European continent perform better in terms of PRI on average than the rest of the continents.
Figure N.4: Average PRI by Continent
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Figure N.5: Average IBC by Continent

From figure N.5, we can observe that the stocks of Christian beliefs in the European continent on
average is bigger that the stock of beliefs of the Asian continent.

Table N.1: Correlation coefficients between variables
PRI

ICB

GDP

LOUK

SDI

LAT

OPEN

GINI

PRI

1.000

ICB

0.7452*

1.000

GDP

0.7105*

0.7667*

1.000

LOUK

0.2002*

-0.071

-0.034

1.000

SDI

-0.3009*

-0.4022*

-0.2640*

0.2704*

1.000

LAT

0.4275*

0.5325*

0.6457*

-0.2582*

-0.4272*

1.000

OPEN

0.4500*

0.4728*

0.2657*

0.108

-0.3287*

0.127

1.000

GINI

-0.2548*

-0.4070*

-0.4195*

0.2891*

0.224

-0.6254*

-0.182

1.000

DEMO

-0.6220*

-0.5067*

-0.6096*

-0.2686*

0.2905*

-0.176

-0.3177*

0.017

DEMO

1.000

* denote 1% of significance

From the table N.3, we can see that the correlation between our dependent variable and the
explanatories variables are from the sign expected and are all significant at 1% level. We should
remark that our main variable of interest, which is ICB, is highly correlated with the measure of
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private property right. On the other hand, the correlations between the determinants of the
dependent variable are in general low and less than 50%. This fact shows that our model will be less
exposed to the problem of multicolinearity.
5.4 Results of Econometric Estimates
In the table N.2 is presented the bench mark OLS results from our economic model
described in equation 1. From column 1, we can observe the effect of the variable Intensity of
Christians beliefs on the quality of property right institution. The effect is positive and highly
significant. If we increase by one unit our variable of ICB, we will increase the quality of property
rights institution in 0.041. At the same time the Adjusted R squared tell us that the set of cultural
beliefs explain 55% of the variability of the private property rights index across countries.
Colum 2 of table N.2 shows the effect of legal origin on private property right index. As was
the case of ICB, this variable is significant at 1% level and has the expected positive sign predicted
by the theory of Law and Finance. This result suggests that a full transplantation from any legal
system to a British common law system will have an impact on the quality of property rights
institution of 9.6 units. Regarding its capacity to explain the variability of our dependent variable, we
can see that Legal origin can only explain 3.5% of this variability.
Now, if we look the effect of Latitude on PRI, ceteris paribus, we can see from column 3
that the effect is positive and highly significant. This implies that the far a country is from the
equator the better will perform in terms of protection of private property right. In other words, if we
increase Latitude by one unit, the quality of property rights institution will be increase in 50.8 units.
Regarding the value of the R2 adjusted this is equivalent to 18%.
Regarding the effect of Democracy on our dependent variable, we can see from column 4
table N.2, that the worst is the Democracy in a country the less this country will protect private
property rights. This result is in line with the prediction of the political approach described in
section 2 and it makes completely sense. In what is concern about the magnitude of this effect, the
result suggests that an increase in the value of the variable Democracy of one unit, which means that
the democracy system became worst, the value of the index of private property right will decrease by
7.1 units. The Adjusted R squared is equal to 38%.
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The column 5 of the table N.2, shows the effect of our independents variables, except the
variable on Intensity of Christian beliefs, on property right index. From that, we can see that the
model of the column 5 can explain 49% of the variability of the quality of property rights across
nations, which is less than what the variable IBC alone can explain, 55%. The column 6 of table N.2
shows the regression of private property right index on our four independent variables. From that
exercise, we can conclude that all the explicative variables are significant at 1%, except for the
variable Latitude, which is significant at 5%. Our model is able to explain 0.67 of the variability of
the variable private property right. This means that 67% of the variation in the quality of property
right institutions across nations, countries could be explained by factors related to the kind of legal
system that a country has, to the geographical conditions, to the nature of the political system and to
the type of cultural beliefs that at present in the society, in this case Christian beliefs.
The analysis done above suggests that beliefs play an important role in determining the
quality of property rights institutions. This results support the idea of Douglass C. North that formal
and informal institutions are the key determinants of economic performance in the long run. But
was it is more important is that with these results we could identify the kind of informal institutions
that have a positive effect on the economic performance of nations, which are Christian beliefs.
Table N.2: Basic Results
PRI
(1)
IBC

PRI
(2)

PRI
(3)

9.642***
(3.587)

Latitude

50.812***
(8.241)

Democracy

Observations
R2 (adjusted)

PRI
(5)

PRI
(6)

6.995**
(3.199)
46.645***
(7.517)
-5.703***
(0.718)
58.570***
(5.044)
146
0.492

0.032***
(0.004)
10.132***
(2.594)
16.740**
(6.914)
-2.557***
(0.677)
32.708***
(4.990)
146
0.672

0.041***
(0.003)

Legal Origin

Constant

PRI
(4)

22.954***
(1.982)
179
0.553

45.000***
(1.974)
175
0.035

33.368***
(2.835)
172
0.178

-7.112
(0.729)
80.649***
(3.623)
153
0.383

***,**,* denote 1%,5% and 10% of significance respectively
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5.5 Robustness checks
5.5.1 Controlling by other possible determinants
As a robustness check we are going to run our model in equation 2, which includes
additional control variables. We are going to control for the following variables: 1) GDP per capita,
2) measure of social fragmentation, called Social Diversity Index (SDI) constructed by Okediji
(2011) who tries to do a more comprehensive measure of the social fragmentation than the EthnoLinguistic Fractionalization Index, 3) the level of natural openness of a country and 4) a measure of
the level of income inequality that exist within a country.
The results of that are presented in table N.3. From the column 1, we can assert that even by
controlling for GDP per capita, Social fragmentation, openness of a country and inequality, the
variable of Intensity of Christians Beliefs still highly significant with the expected sign. Regarding the
impact of Christian beliefs on the quality of property right institution, we see that an increase in the
intensity of beliefs on one unit will increases the values of the private property right index on 0.03.
From column 1, we can conclude at the same time that the variable which measure social
fragmentation is not relevant. In this case, the four control variables plus our variable of beliefs
explain 76% of the variability of the private property right index across nations.
Column 2 from table N.3, suggests that British common law still relevant after we control
for other variables. What is more, this variable is highly relevant and its impact on the index of
private property right index is about of 7.9 units for a change from any legal system to the British
legal system. For instance in Mexico was graded with 50 by Heritage Foundation regarding the
protection of property rights, then a change from its French Civil Law to a British Common Law
will improve its performance by 7.9, meaning that its score will be 57.9. As in the case of the column
1, the variable social fragmentation is not relevant. But this time, the variable that measure openness
becomes significant at 1%. Regarding its capability for explaining the variability of the property
right index, we can see that the R2 adjusted is 0.72.
Regarding the case of Latitude, column 3 of table N.3, the results suggest that being far from
the equator has a positive and significant effect on the private property right index. As from the case
analysis before, the variable that capture social fragmentation is not significant. The Adjusted R
squared is 0.72. The GDP per capita and the variable that captures openness are highly significant, at
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1% level. On the other hand, the variable GINI becomes significant at 5%. The model in column 4,
is able to explain the 70% of the variation of the index of private property right across countries.
Now, if we see the model of the column 5, we can see that this model, without IBC, is able to
explain 73% of the variability on the index of property right protection. This value is less than the
value of the column 1, 76%, which implies once more time that beliefs play an important role in
explaining the quality of property rights institution across nations.
From the results exposed in column 1 through 5, we can conclude that, from the point of
view of the single relevance, our main explanatories variables, Legal Origin, Latitude, Democracy
and Cultural Beliefs play an important role in explaining our dependent variable.
In column 6 from the table N.3, we show the results from running the model of the
equation 2. From that we can extract the following conclusions:
1. By including the control variables in our model, the variable that capture the legal origin
becomes no significant at all;
2. The variable of GDP per capita which at first were significant, in our entire model this
variable is not anymore relevant in explaining the quality of property right institution;
3.

According to our findings, the variable that capture the phenomenon of social
fragmentation is not relevant at all in our empirical work.

4. The same is true for the case of the GINI index. Our results suggest that the income
inequality does not help to explain the variation of the quality of property right index across
the world.
5. The variables that could help to understand why some countries perform better than other
in terms of protection of private property rights are: a) Cultural Beliefs, b) Latitude,
c) Democracy and d) the grade of openness of a country. It is worth to mention that by
including these control variables, the explanatories variables like Latitude and Democracy
loose some grades of significance. The only variable of the control variables that appears to
influence the property right index is openness.
6. As we can see, the variable of Christian Beliefs is still highly significant after the inclusion of
the control variables.

What this suggests is that cultural beliefs are one of the main

determinant of the variation of the quality of property right across countries.
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Table N.3: Controlling for other variables
PRI
(1)
IBC

PRI
(2)

PRI
(3)

7.869***
(2.942)

Latitude

31.294***
(11.279)

Democracy

SDI
OPEN
GINI
Constant
Observations
R2 (adjusted)

PRI
(5)

PRI
(6)

5.312*
(3.136)
33.316***
(11.598)
-1.814**
(0.906)
0.001***
(0.000)
5.791
(7.644)
37.239***
(9.368)
-0.104
(0.191)
36.533***
(13.337)
92
0.73

0.027***
(0.006)
4.542
(2.795)
28.010***
(10.377)
-1.495*
(0.808)
0.000
(0.000)
9.933
(6.854)
16.942*
(9.341)
-0.149
(0.170)
27.488**
(12.013)
92
0.79

0.029***
(0.006)

Legal Origin

GDP per capita

PRI
(4)

0.001**
(0.000)
4.216
(5.787)
13.505**
(7.661)
-0.292**
(0.152)
34.642***
(8.909)
101
0.76

0.002***
(0.000)
-7.401
(6.816)
28.204***
(7.426)
-0.355**
(0.167)
53.270***
(9.724)
100
0.72

0.002***
(0.000)
8.925
(6.795)
38.483***
(7.308)
-0.086
(0.186)
24.641***
(12.374)
99
0.72

-2.406***
(0.913)
0.002***
(0.000)
1.906
(6.514)
32.743***
(9.741)
-0.302**
(0.175)
58.218***
(11.024)
94
0.70

***,**,* denote 1%,5% and 10% of significance respectively

5.5.2 Controlling by Continental variables
At this stage, one can argue that our results could be incomplete, inasmuch as there could be
other factors that can explain the variability of our dependent variable across countries. We can
think that our results could be due to certain cluster effects, for instance a country could perform
better than other just because of its location.
In other words, our inquiry can be translated into the following question: Could be the case
that Bolivia performs less, in protecting property right, than France just because Bolivia is in South
America? For testing that, we decide to include in our model a variable called continental dummy.
So, we will have a continental dummy for Africa, Asia a so on. The results of that exercise are
showed in the table N.4
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Table N.4: Controlling for Continental variables
PRI
(1)
IBC
Legal Origin
Latitude
Democracy
GDP per capita
SDI
OPEN
GINI
Dummy Africa
Dummy Asia
Dummy Europe
Dummy Latin
America & Carribean

PRI
(2)

PRI
(3)

PRI
(4)

0.028*** 0.027*** 0.027*** 0.029***
(0.006)
(0.006)
(0.006)
(0.006)
4.755*
4.692
4.500
3.828
(2.789)
(2.841)
(2.816)
(2.813)
27.339*** 28.485*** 28.784*** 21.056*
(10.352)
(10.516)
(10.940) (11.278)
-1.693**
-1.496*
-1.471*
-1.858**
(0.820)
(0.813)
(0.820)
(0.837)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
6.945
10.239
9.489
5.320
(7.220)
(6.943)
(7.146)
(7.455)
16.497*
17.415*
17.441*
14.243
(9.313)
(9.483)
(9.630)
(9.440)
-0.158
-0.168
-0.157
-0.048
(0.169)
(0.178)
(0.174)
(0.181)
3.982
(3.125)
-1.145
(3.195)
-1.177
(4.989)

PRI
(5)

0.027*** 0.026*** 0.029***
(0.006)
(0.006)
(0.006)
4.432
4.223
4.445
(2.819)
(2.831)
(2.843)
27.543*** 29.036*** 27.291**
(10.482)
(10.485) (11.430)
-1.490*
-1.473*
-1.756**
(0.813)
(0.811)
(0.847)
0.000
0.000
0.000
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
9.565
9.544
3.783
(6.938)
(6.889)
(8.236)
17.478*
18.829*
16.072
(9.466)
(9.672)
(10.028)
-0.159
-0.141
-0.134
(0.172)
(0.171)
(0.190)
6.158
(4.367)
2.667
(4.594)
-2.167
(5.355)

2.981
(6.780)

Dummy Oceania

Observations
R2 (adjusted)

PRI
(7)

-5.602
(3.705)

Dummy North
America

Constant

PRI
(6)

28.813**
(12.013)
92
0.79

28.272**
(12.273)
92
0.78

27.871**
(12.191)
92
0.78

30.734**
(12.113)
92
0.79

28.280**
(12.205)
92
0.78

6.567
(8.433)
27.429**
(12.042)
92
0.78

28.419**
(12.551)
92
0.78

***,**,* denote 1%,5% and 10% of significance respectively
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From column 1 to 6, we see that the variable ICB is still important after controlling by
continental dummies. What is more, none of the continental dummies are relevant. The results of
the column 7 suggest the following:
1. Including in our model a continental variable as an explicative variable do not affect the level
of significance of our main explicative variable, ICB,
2. The continental variable have no effect on the quality of the institution of property right,
3. After controlling for continental variables, we can argue that the variables that are important
in explaining the variation of the quality of property rights across countries are: Latitude,
Democracy and Beliefs.
5.5.3 Controlling by non-linearity of the model
It is possible that it could remain some questions about the performance of our results. It
can be argued that our results are biased since the model that we choose is not the correct, or in
other words: our model is not linear.
So, we decide to work with a Multinomial Logit model. For doing that, first we transform
our dependent variable into a discrete variable. We defined five categories regarding the quality of
the property right institution: Bad, Medium, Fair, Good and Excellent. We decide to choose as a
base group the category Excellent. As we are interested in the explicative power of the variable ICB,
we just report the values of the coefficients and the level of significance.
If we focus on the category Bad, we can conclude that the probability of staying in this
category, given that we increase the ICB, diminishes. We arrived to the same conclusion if we
observe the other categories. What is more, our variable of Intensity of Christian Beliefs is
significant at 1% for the categories Bad, Medium and Fair. And it is significant at 5% for the case of
the category Good.
These results confirm our previous results that beliefs play an important role in explaining
the variability of the quality of property rights institution across countries. On the other hand, these
results suggest that other important variable is Democracy.
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Table N.5: Results of a Multinomial Logit Model
QUALITY OF
PROPERTY RIGHT
INSTITUTION

ICB

Legal
Origin

Latitude

Democracy

Constant

BAD

-0.012***

-19.875

-9.566*

1.545**

7.681

MEDIUM

-0.012***

-5.362**

-0.760**

0.974***

12.913***

FAIR

-0.008***

-3.916*

-11.581**

0.889**

10.998***

GOOD

-0.005**

-2.070

-5.768

0.604*

7.446*

***,**,* denote 1%,5% and 10% of significance respectively
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6. Conclusion
It is well know that the institution of property right impact the performance of economic of
nations. Most of the differences in GDP per capita across countries in the long run could be
explained by the differences in the quality of property rights. At same time, there is not a clear
answer of the determinants of property rights.
Having a clear idea about the ultimate reason of what determines the choice of the right
institution is fundamental, since it could permit both developed and developing countries to assure
they path to economic growth and to find the path to economic growth respectively.
The main goal of this paper was to see if beliefs could be a variable that can explain an
institutional equilibrium. More specifically, we were interested in the causal relationship between
cultural beliefs and protection of property rights across nations. In this paper we argue that cultural
beliefs affect the private property right institution. For testing our hypothesis, first we constructed a
variable of beliefs, then we use the classical statistical tolls used in the literature for testing our thesis.
We use as a proxy of cultural beliefs, religion beliefs. We found evidence that support the
idea developed by North and Grief in that beliefs affect institutional equilibrium.
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Appendix N.1

INTENSITY OF CHRISTIAN BELIEFS

COUNTRY

Albania

HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION

Albania used to be part of the Byzantine Empire.
Christianity arrived around the year 300. From the 7th
century, Albania was invaded by Slavic tribes.
Christian beliefs were disrupted from the year 600
until the year in which these tribes were christianised,
1062. The Ottoman Empire played a role in disturbing
the Christian beliefs for about 434 year, 1478-1912.
The same role was accomplished by the Communist
beliefs, 1939-1990.

ICB

763

Austria

Austria was already a member of the Roman Empire
in the 210 AD. We will say that at this period of time
Roman beliefs were the dominant beliefs in Austria.
Christian beliefs were transplanted in Austria around
the year 600.

1410

Belarus

The prior beliefs in Belarus could be called native
beliefs. Christian beliefs were transplanted into
Belarus in the year 1636.

374

Belgium

Belgium was part of the Roman Empire since 44 BC.
The dominant beliefs were Roman beliefs until the
year 300 AD. This was the year when Christian beliefs
were implanted. Around the year 418, Belgium was
invaded by Barbarians (Visigoths and Franks), they
transplated their barbarian beliefs until they were
christianised. The Christians beliefs were disrupted for
about 232 years.

1578
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Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Bulgaria

Croatia

Christian beliefs arrived to Bosnia-Herzegovina
around the year 150. In 455, Ostrogoths invaded and
settled the country. Barabarians beliefs were the
dominant beliefs for about 435 years, until they were
christianised. During 1463-1908 the country was part
of the Ottoman Empire, so the Christian beliefs were
disrupted by the Ottoman beliefs. Christian beliefs
were once more time disrupted, but this time by
Communist beliefs from 1941 to 1992.
Christian beliefs arrives to Bulgaria around the year
150. Slaves tribes settled the country around the year
400, the Slavic beliefs disrupted Christian beliefs until
this slavic people we christianised around the year 864.
Another event that disrupted with Christian beliefs
were the Ottoman Empire. Bulgaria was part od this
Empire from 1393 to 1878.
Croatia used to be part of the Roman Empire since
9AD. Christianity arrived to this country in the year
250. But the evolution of Christian beliefs were
disrupted by the Slaves migrations. Slavic beliefs were
the dominant beliefs around 480-852 until this slaves
tribes were christianised. For abour 450 years Croatia,
most specifically the Republic of Ragusa were
influenced by Ottoman Empire. During the
communist period 1943-1991 the Chrisitian beliefs
were disrupted.

929

893

890

Czech Republic

Prior beliefs of Czech Republic were Slavic beliefs.
Chrisitianity arrived in the year 828. Christian beliefs
were disrupted by Nazy's beliefs and communist's
beliefs for about 36 years.

1146

Denmark

Before the implantation of Christian beliefs, the
dominant beliefs were the Vikings beliefs. Christianity
arrived to Denmark in the year 772.

1238

Estonia
Finland

809
Christians beliefs arrived to Finland in the year 1250.
The dominants beliefs were the cultural beliefs of the
Fennoscandians and Baltics tribes.

760
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France

Germany

Greece

The prior beliefs in France were Roman beliefs since
it was part of the Roman Republic and Roman
Empire.Christianity arrived to France in the year 150.
In the year 418, France was invaded by Barbarians. As
a consequences barbarian beliefs were the dominant
belief for about 232 years until babarians became
christians. During the 10th century Vikings invaded
France (West and East part). Vikings beliefs were
present for about 150 years.
Christianity arrived in Germany around the year 200.
Christian beliefs were disrupted by Barbarian beliefs
from 356 unitl 777, year in which these barbarian
tribes were christianised. Communism beliefs
disrupted the Christian beliefs in East Germany for
about 41 years.
The actual area of Greece used to be part of the
Roman Republic and Roman Empire since 133 BC.
Christianity arrived around the year 53. From 251 to
435 Greece were invaded by barbarians tribes like
Visigoths, Ostrogoths, Hunts and Vandals. During
this period of time Chrisitians beliefs were disrupted.
During the Byzantine-Arab Wars, part of Greece
became an Arab Emirat from 820 to 960, as a
consequence Christian beliefs were disrupted. Another
historical event that preclude Christian beliefs, was the
time were Greece became part of the Ottoman
Empire, 1460-1913.

1480

1348

1178
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Hungary

Part of the territory of what is now Hungary used to
belong to the Roman Empire since 9AD until the end
of the 4th century. Christianity arrived in the year 250.
Many barbarians tribes invaded Hungary since 370,
for instance the Huns, the Ostrogoths, the
Longobards and the Slaves, until they were
christianized in 985. Due to this barbarian invasions,
the evolution of Christian beliefs were disrupted. Later
during the period of time 1526-1699, Hungary was
influenced by the Ottoman Empire, again for 173
years the Christian beliefs were disrupted. During the
20th century, from 1947 to 1989, Hungary was
embodied by Communist beliefs, which affected the
evolution of the Christian beliefs.

810

Iceland

The prior beliefs in Iceland could be called as Norse
and Gaelic beliefs. Another set of beliefs in Iceland
were the Vikings beliefs. Christianity arrived in the
year 1000.

1270

Ireland

Before Christians beliefs were implanted in 445, there
were the celts beliefs. From 795-902 the Christian
beliefs were disrupted by the Vikings beliefs.

1408

Italy

Christianity arrived to Italy in the year 63. From 410
to 846, Italy suffered from diverse babarain invasions
and differents sacks. For instance Rome has been
sacked by the Visigoths,Vandals, Ostrogoths and
Arabs. During this period of time the Christian beliefs
were disrupted. In the eleven century Italy was
invaded by Vikings, once more time the Christian
beliefs were disrupted for about 66 years. From 93435 Genoa was sacked by Muslim raiders. From 965 to
1072, the Islamic beliefs were implanted in the South
of Italy due to Islamic invasion during the ByzantineArab wars. During the 20th, communist beliefs,
fascism beliefs attained Italy and affected Christian
beliefs for about 21 years.

1320
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Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Macedonia

The prior beliefs in Latvia were Baltics beliefs,
specially Curonians, Latgalians, Selonians, Semigallians
beliefs. Before Christianity arrived to Latvia in the year
1185, there were Vikings invasions during the 10th
century. There were a period were the evolution of
Christian beliefs were disrupted: 1939-1990, which is
the period what we call Soviet era.
The prior beliefs in Lithuania before the arrival of
Christianity in the year 1251 were Baltic tribes beliefs.
We can argue that Christian beliefs were disrupted in
the 20th century from 1940 to 1990. This last period
represent the period in which Lituania was invaded by
Soviets and Nazi Germans.
The actual territory of Luxembourg used to belong to
the Roman Republic and Roman empire since
44BC/AD14. The dominant beliefs at that period of
time were Roman beliefs until the year 250, year in
which Christian beliefs arrived. In the year 418, the
actual area of Luxembourg was invaded by Barbarians.
For about 232 years the dominant beliefs were
Barbarian beliefs unitl this Babarians comunity were
christianised.
Christianity arrived to Macedonia in the year 60. There
were Slaves settlements since 580. For about 270 years
Slves beliefs disrupted Christian beliefs. During 13711912, Macedonia was part of the Ottoman Empire,
once again Christian beliefs were disrupted, but this
time by Ottoman beliefs. During the period of
communism, from 1941 to 1991, the evolution of
Christian beliefs were disrupted.

774

709

1528

1089
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Moldova

Montenegro

The prior beliefs in Moldova were Dacian tribes
beliefs. Christianity arrived around the year 300.
Moldova was invaded by a series of barbarians tribes
like Goths, Huns, Avars, Bulgarians, Magyars. The
babarians beliefs were the dominant beliefs from 262
until they were christianised around the year 985.
Moldova was part of the Ottoman Empire from 1455
to 1877, during this period of time the evolution of
Christian beliefs were disrupted. Once again they were
disrupted during the Soviet era, 1939-1990
The Illyrians beliefs were the prior beliefs in
Montenegro. Christian beliefs arrived around the year
300. Around the 5th century Slavs colonized the area,
then they imposed their Slavs beliefs until they were
christianized around the year 900. Christian beliefs
were disrupted during the control of the Ottoman
Empire during
1499-1697. During the 20th
century, Communist beliefs eclipsed Christian beliefs
from 1943 to 1992.

622

963

Norway

The prior beliefs in Norway before the arrivals of
Chritsians beliefs in the year 900 were Vikings beliefs.

1110

Poland

The dominant beliefs in Poland before its baptized in
the year 966, were Slavs beliefs. Christian beliefs were
disrupted during the Nazy invasions and the after
during the communist period, 1939-1989.

994

Portugal

The actual territory of Porugal used to belong to the
Roman Republic and Roman Empire since 133 BC,
then their prior beliefs were Roman beliefs. Christian
beliefs appears in the year 150. Portugal were invaded
and settled by babrabian tribes like the Suebis, the
Buris and Visigoths during the 418-589. So the
Barbarians beliefs were the domiant beliefs at that
period of time until these barbariand tribes were
christianised. From 711-1249, Portugal was invaded
and settled by Moors, who implanted during this
period of time Islamic beliefs.

1101
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Romania

Serbia

Slovakia

Slovenia

Spain

Sweden

Christian beliefs arrived in Romania around the 100
year. It was invaded by several barbarians tribes, for
instance Goths, Huns, Gepids, Avars, Bulgars,
Pechenegs and Cumans. The barbarian beliefs were
the dominant beliefs unitl these tribes were
christianised around the year 1009. Christians beliefs
were eclipsed by Ottoman beliefs from 1412-1877.
Once more time, the development of Chritian beliefs
were disrupted during the communist period, 19471989.
Christianity arrived around the year 400. Serbia was
subject of barbarian invasions. During this period of
invasions the development of Christian beliefs were
dirupted. These barbarians tribes were christianised
around the year 870. Ottoman beliefs eclipsed
Christian beliefs from 1459 to 1878. Nazy Germans
and Communist beliefs disrupted the evolution of the
Christian beliefs from 1941 to 1992.
Slovakia was settled by Slavic tribes during the 5th
century. Christianity arrived in the year 828. The
Christian beliefs were dirupted by Nazy Germans and
Communist beliefs for about 50 year (1939-1989).
Christian beliefs arrived to Slovenia in the year 550.
There were barbaric invasions that eciplsed the
evolution of Christian beliefs from 568 to 870 until
the barbarian tribes were christianized. The Nazy
Germans and Communist beliefs eclipsed once more
time Christian beliefs from 1941 to 1990.
We can state that prior beliefs were Roman beliefs,
inasmuch as Spain was a member of the Roman
Republic and Roman Empire since 133 BC. Christian
beliefs arrived to Spain the year 63. From 711-1249,
Spain was invaded and settled by Moors. During this
period of time the Christian beliefs were disrupted.
During the 20th century, Christian beliefs were
disrupted during the Spanish Civil War and the
Franco's regime, 1936-1943.
The Vikings beliefs were the prior beliefs in Sweden.
Christianity arrived to Sweden around the year 829.

764

730

1132

1109

956

1181
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Switzerland

The Netherlands

Ukraine

United Kingdom

Argentina

The prior beliefs of Switzerland were Helvetiis beliefs.
Since 15BC/AD14 Switzerland belonged to the
Roman Republic and Roman Empire. Christian beliefs
arrived in the years 200. Since 411 it was invaded a
settled by different barbarians tribes like Burgundians,
Alamanni and Franks. The Christians beliefs were
dirupted in Switzerland for about 302 years until this
barbarians tribes were christianised.

1508

Christian beliefs arrives to the Netherlands around
650.

1360

Christian beliefs arrived to Ukraine in the year 1227.
Because of the Ottoman invasion, for about 299 years,
the Christian beliefs were disrupted. During the
Communist era 1917-1990, once more time the
evolution of Christian beliefs were eclipsed.

411

Prior British beliefs were Celtics Beliefs. Christian
beliefs arrives to the United Kingdom around 61. It
was invaded and settled by barbarians tribes, for
instance Anglo-Saxons. Anglo-Saxons beliefs were the
dominant from 400-686, until these barbarians tribes
we christianised. There were Vikings invasions, that
affected Christian beliefs for about 100 years.
Christianity arrived in the year 1527. For determining
the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to account for
the existence of people form European origin,
specially from Spain. Then, the net years of Christian
beliefs will be a linear combination between the stock
of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the stock of
Christian beliefs from Native people. The final stock
of Christian beliefs is therefore 942.

1563

942
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Barbados

Barbados was ruled by British for about 342 years. It
was the third area where there were significant British
settlement. At the time British arrived to Barbados the
number of the population were around 30.000. On the
other hand the number of British were about 50.000
around the area. According to Barbados History, we
can state that the stock of Christian beliefs brought by
British were respected, protected and promoted. We
can argue that the stock of Christian beliefs in
Barbados is 1563.

1563

Belize

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1837. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from England. Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 451.

451

Bolivia

Christianity arrived in Bolivia in the year 1537. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain. Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 545.

545

Brazil

Christianity arrived in Brazil in the year 1500. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Portugal. Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 829.

829
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Chile

Christian beliefs got into Chile in the year 1541. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain and Germany. Then, the
net years of Christian beliefs will be a linear
combination between the stock of Christian beliefs of
Europeans and the stock of Christian beliefs from
Native people. The final stock of Christian beliefs is
therefore 1084.

1084

Colombia

Christianity arrived in Colombia in the year 1512. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain. Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 590.

590

Costa Rica

Christianity arrived in Costa Rica in the year 1514. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain. Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 910.

910

Cuba

Christianity arrived in Cuba in the year 1512. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain. Christian beliefs were
disrupted for Communist beliefs for about 51 years.
Then, the net years of Christian beliefs will be a linear
combination between the stock of Christian beliefs of
Europeans and the stock of Christian beliefs from
Native people. The final stock of Christian beliefs is
therefore 745.

745
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Christianity arrived into Dominica in the year 1642.
For determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we
need to account for the existence of people form
European origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net
years of Christian beliefs will be a linear combination
between the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans
and the stock of Christian beliefs from Native people.
The final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 378.

378

Christianity arrived into Dominican Republic in the
year 1494. For determining the stock of Christian
beliefs, we need to account for the existence of people
form European origin, specially from Spain.Then, the
Dominican Republic net years of Christian beliefs will be a linear
combination between the stock of Christian beliefs of
Europeans and the stock of Christian beliefs from
Native people. The final stock of Christian beliefs is
therefore 586.

586

Ecuador

Christianity arrived into Ecuador in the year 1526. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 517.

517

El Salvador

Christianity arrived into El Salvador in the year 1525.
For determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we
need to account for the existence of people form
European origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net
years of Christian beliefs will be a linear combination
between the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans
and the stock of Christian beliefs from Native people.
The final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 527.

527

Dominica
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Guatemala

Christianity arrived into Guatemala in the year 1524.
For determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we
need to account for the existence of people form
European origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net
years of Christian beliefs will be a linear combination
between the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans
and the stock of Christian beliefs from Native people.
The final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 527.

580

Guyana

Christianity arrived into Guyana in the year 1548. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from England.Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 484.

484

Haiti

Christianity arrived into Haiti in the year 1493. For
determining the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from France.Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 536.

536

Honduras

Christianity arrived into Honduras in the year 1524.
For determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we
need to account for the existence of people form
European origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net
years of Christian beliefs will be a linear combination
between the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans
and the stock of Christian beliefs from Native people.
The final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 533.

533
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Jamaica

Christianity arrived into Jamaica in the year 1509. For
determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from England.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 535.

535

Nicaragua

Christianity arrived into Nicaragua in the year 1517.
For determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need
to account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 572.

572

Panama

Christianity arrived in Panama in the year 1513. For
determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 543.

543

Paraguay

Christianity arrived in Panama in the year 1524. For
determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 580.

580
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Peru

Christianity arrived in Panama in the year 1532. For
determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 550.

550

Suriname

Christianity arrived in Suriname in the year 1580. For
determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 439.

439

The Bahamas

British ruled the Bahamas for about 255 years. At the
time they arrived to the Bahamas the number of the
population were around 30.000. On the other hand
the number of British colonizer were around 50.000.
The stock of beliefs brought the colonizer were no
rejected. Then, we can conclude that the stock of
Christian beliefs is 1563.

1563

Trinidad and
Tobago

Christianity arrived in Trinidad y Tobago in the year
1513. For determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we
need to account for the existence of people form
European origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net
years of Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination
between the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans
and the stock of Christian beliefs from Native people.
The final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 503.

503
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Uruguay

Christianity arrived in Uruguay in the year 1616. For
determiningg the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 889.

889

Venezuela

Christianity arrived in Venezuela in the year 1513. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 589.

589

Australia

Christianity arrived in Australia in the year 1788. For
determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from England.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 1438.

1438

Canada

Christianity arrived in Canada in the year 1250. For
determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from England.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 1250.

1250

Fiji

Christianity arrived in Fiji in the year 1804.The final
stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 206.

206

Kiribati

Christianity arrived in Kiribati in the year 1844.The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 166.

166
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Mexico

Christianity arrived in Mexico in the year 1518. For
determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from Spain.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 534.

534

Micronesia

Christianity arrived in Micronesia in the year 1668.The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 342.

342

New Zealand

Christianity arrived in New Zealand in the year 1785.
For determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need
to account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from England.Then, the net years of
Chrisitian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore 1269.

1269

Papua New Guinea

Christianity arrived in Papua New Guinea in the year
1836.The final stock of Chrisitian beliefs is therefore
174.

174

Samoa

Christianity arrived in Samoa in the year 1827. For
determining the stock of Christian beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin.Then, the net years of Christian beliefs will be a
linear combination between the stock of Christian
beliefs of Europeans and the stock of Christian beliefs
from Native people. The final stock of Christian
beliefs is therefore 211.

211

Christianity arrived in Solomon Island in the year
1845.The final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore
165.

165

Christianity arrived in Tonga in the year 1797.The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 213.

213

Solomon Islands
Tonga
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Christianity arrived in U.S.A. in the year 1526. For
determing the stock of Chrisitan beliefs, we need to
account for the existence of people form European
origin, specially from England.Then, the net years of
Christian beliefs will be a linear combination between
the stock of Christian beliefs of Europeans and the
stock of Christian beliefs from Native people. The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 1347.

1347

Vanuatu

Christianity arrived in Vanuatu in the year 1830.The
final stock of Christian beliefs is therefore 180.

180

Armenia

Christianity arrived to Armenia around the year 45.
From that time until the year 632 Christian beliefs
were the dominant beliefs. In the year 632 started the
Caliphate era until 1555. In this period of time
Arnenia was immerge in an Islamization process
which continue during the Ottoman Empire from
1555 until 1918. Christian beliefs were disrupted again
during the Soviet era, 1922-1953. This implies a
disruption on Christian beliefs for about 1286 years.

658

Azerbaijan

Christians beliefs arrived to Azerbaijan in the year 60.
In the year 632 the Patriarchal Caliphate, a system of
Islamic Government, transplanted Islamic beliefs into
this country. In the year 661 the Umayyad Caliphate
controled Azerbaijan and promoted the development
of Islamic beliefs in the society. From 1501 until 1736,
the country was ruled by Satavid Dynasty, which in
time enhance Islamic beliefs. Since that time until
today, Islamic beliefs were and are the dominant
beliefs in Azerbaijan. In this case, the Christian beliefs
were disrupted for about 1388 years.

562

Bahrain

From 250 to 622, Chrisitans beliefs were the dominant
beliefs until a series of Islamic regime transplanted
Islamic beliefs into Bahrain. For instance the different
Caliphate regimes. For the case of Bahrain, the Isalmic
invasions implies a diruption on Christian beliefs for
about 1388 years.

372

United States
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Bangladesh

Christianity arrived into Bangladesh quite late in the
year 1834. Christian beliefs were disrupted for about
39 years due to Socialist regime.

137

Bhutan

Christian beliefs arrived into Bhutan in the year 1846,
making a total of 164 years of Christianity in this
country.

164

Burma

Christianity arrived to Burma in the year 1741. From
about 14 year Christian beliefs were dirupted due to
Socialist regime, which impose Socialists beliefs into
the society. Then the net number of years of Christian
beliefs are 255 years.

255

Cambodia

Chrisitian beliefs arrived into Cambodia in the year
1555. These beliefs were disrupted during the
K.Rouge Regime, 20 years, who developed a policy of
religion erradication. As a consequence we have a net
years of Christianity of 435 years.

435

China

Christianity arrived in China in the year 1659, making
a total numer of 351 years of Christian beliefs.
However these beliefs were affected by the intauration
of a Communit Regime, which disrupted Christian
beliefs for about 61 years. As a consequence, we have
a net number of Christian beliefs of 290 years.

290

Cyprus

Christianity arriver into Cyprus in the year 45. The
country was invaded by Islamic regimes, fro instance
Caliphates regimes, from 650 until 958. During the
period 1570-1914, Cyprus was par of the Ottoman
Empire, which was embodied by Islamic beliefs. This
implies a disruption of Christian beliefs for about 652
years.

1209

Georgia

Christians beliefs touched Georgia in the year 500.
From 632 to 1027, the country was ruled by Caliphate
regimes, which enhance the development of Islamic
beliefs. At the same time, Georgia used to be part of a
Persian Empire. Georgia was plunged in a Soviet era
for about 73 years. All of this implies that Christian
beliefs were dirupted for about 1000 years. The
resultant net number of years of Christianity is 510.

510
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In the year 1841 the United Kingdom took control of
Hong-Kong under the Treatry of Nanking. Many
aspect of the political, economical and educational
system followed the British model. We can argue that
United Kingdom transfered an stock of Christian
beliefs of 1550 at the time the United Kingdom made
the transfer the sovereignty in the year 1997. Then the
stock of Christian beliefs of Hong Kong at 2010 is
1563.

1563

India

Christians beliefs got into the Indian society in the
year 1533. As a result of that, we have 477 years of
Christian beliefs.

477

Indonesia

Christianity arrived into Indonesia in the year 1712,
making a total years of Christians belief of 298.

298

Iran

Christianity arrived into Iran, during the Sassanid
Empire, in the year 409. From that time until the year
651, Christians beliefs were enhanced by the Sassanid
Empire. Chirsitians beliefs were disrupted in the year
651, when the Caliphate regimes started ruling the
country, until today. As a result we have a net year of
Chrisitian beliefs of 223 years.

223

Iraq

Iran use to be part of the Sassanid Empire, 224-651.
As was the case of Iran, Christinity arrived in the year
409 and developed unitl the Islamic invasions in the
year 651. Consequently we have a net numer of years
of Christian beliefs of 223.

223

Hong Kong
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Israel

Christianiy arrived into Israel in the year 30. Christian
beliefs were in place until Islamic invasions. First, the
Capliphate regime of Ummayyad disrupted Christian
beliefs from 632 to 750. Second, the Caliphate regime
of Abbasid, disrupted once more time Chrisitians
beliefs from 750 to 1258. The Islamic were the
dominant beliefs even during the period of Mongol
invasion, 1513. The Islamic beliefs were reinforced
during the Ottoman Empire, 1516-1918. As a result,
we have that Christian beliefs were disrupted for
about 952 years.
At the same time, we should
recognized that Isreal recieved European influences,
until the point that around 20% of its population have
European origin. These population bring to Isreal
Christian beliefs. So the resultant years of Christian
beliefs in the society of Israel is a combiantion of the
Christian beliefs of the popultion with european origin
(20%) and the native popultion(80%). As a result, we
have a net years of Chrisitan beliefs of 978.

978

Japan

It is stated by Maitre (1954) that Christianity had a big
impact in the organization of the Japanesse society
during the period of time 1549-1614. The success of
Christianity in Japan was due to the prestige of the
occidental civilization. Japanesse people would like to
emulate everything related to occidental culture.
Another aspect, was the political circumstances that
were favorable for the expansion of Christian beliefs.
These facts, lead us to asign the stock of Christian
beliefs that Portugal had in the year 1614, which was
905, to Japan. That is because Portugal was the
country in contact to Japan at that period of time. But
this stock of Christian beliefs were depreciated by 23
years in Japan due to persecutions to Christianity,
1614-1937. There were a period of time in which
Christians beliefs did not evolved, the period where
Japan was closed to the external inluences,1638-1854.
From that we can conclude that the stock of Christian
beliefs for Japan is 1038.

1038
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Chrisitian beliefs arrived into Jordan in the year 30.
From 632 until 1918, Jordan was ruled by Islamic
regimes. As a consequence Christian beliefs were
disrupted for about 1.286 years.So, we end with 694
years of Christan beliefs for Jordan.

694

Kazakhstan

Christian beliefs got into the society of Kazakhstan
around the year 1721. They were disrupted during the
Soviet era and the Communist era from 1917 unitl
1991. This implies a net years of Chrisitans beliefs of
213 for Kazakhstan.

213

Kuwait

Kuwait, as Irak and Iran, was part of the Sassanid
Empire. Christinity arrived before that time, more
exactly in the year 150. Chrisitian beliefs were not
disrupted until 632, the year where started the Islamic
invasions. From 1899 unil 1961, Christian beliefs
found an space for developing, period where there
was a British influence. So the we have a net years of
Christian beliefs for Kuwait is 544.

544

Kyrgyz Republic

Christianity arrived in the year 500. The development
of Christian beliefs were disrupted in the year 661,
which correspond with the year of Islamic invasions.
From that time, Islamic beliefs were the dominant
beliefs in Kyrgyz Republic. Christian beliefs were also
disrupted during the Soviet era. So, during 1.349 years
Chritians beliefs were disrupted. As was the case of
Israel, in Kyrgyz Republic we can find people form
European origin, then the net years of Chrisitian
beliefs will be a linear combination between the
European Christian beliefs(0.1%) and the Native
Christian beliefs(99%)

164

Laos

Christian beliefs got into Laos in the year 1630. They
were disrupted in the year 1904, when Sisavang
became the King of the Kingdom Of Laos. In the year
1975, Laos was touched by Communist beliefs, these
beliefs it lasts until today. As a result, Christian beliefs
were disrupted for about 106 years, which implies a
net numer of Christian beliefs of 274.

274

Jordan
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Lebanon

Christianity arrived into Lebanon in the year 30. In the
year 632, Islamic invasion of different Caliphate
regimes, Christian beliefs were disrupted. In the year
1516, Lebanon became part of the Ottoman Empire
until 1918. We can conclude that Christian beliefs
were disrupted for about 1.286 years, making a net
years of Christian belief of 568 years.

694

Macau

Chrsitianity arrived to Macau in the year 1575. We
have 435 years of Christian beliefs. As was for the case
of Israel, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyz Republic, we can
find people from European origin in Macau. Then,
the net years of Christian beliefs will be a linear
combination between European Christian beliefs
(2%)and Native Christian beliefs(98%). As a
consequence the net years of Christian beliefs in
Macau is 448.

448

Malaysia

Chrisitian beliefs got into Malaysia in the year 1511,
then the net number of Chrisitian beliefs is 499.

499

Maldives

Christianity arrived in Maldives in the year 1887. As a
consequence of that, we have 123 years of Christian
belief for this country.

123

Mongolia

Christian beliefs got into mogolia in the year 1840.
They were disrupted during the Soviet era, 1924-1990.
As a result of that, we got a total number of year of
Christian beliefs, discounted by 66 years of Soviet era,
of 104 years.

104

Nepal

Christianity arrived in Nepal in the year 1715, making
a net numer of Christian beliefs of 295.

295

North Korea

Christian beliefs arrived in North Korea quite late in
1920. So the number of years of Christinity is 90.

90

Oman

For the case of Oman, we have that Christianity
arrived in the year 1508. At the same time, we know
that Oman was part of the Ottoman Empire during
the period of time 1550-1551, 1581-1588 and 16591741. We can state that Christian beliefs were
disrupted for about 89 years. As a result, we have 226
years of Christian beliefs for the case of Oman.

412

Pakistan

Christianity arrive to Pakistan in the year 1.784. So,
the total number of years of Christianism in Pakistan
is 226.

226
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Qatar

Christian beliefs arrived in Qatar in the year 210. In
the year 622, Islam disrupted Christian beliefs until the
period of Europeans settlements during the period of
time 1517-1538 (Portugal) and 1918-1971(British). We
can conclude that Chrisitina beliefs were disrupted for
about 1.314 years. Then the net number of Christian
beleifs is 486.

486

Russia

Christianity arrived into Russia in the year 1015. From
that time, Christian beliefs were disrupted in several
times, for instance:
1) during the MongolTartars invasions (1240-1502), 2) durring the Ottoman
Empire (1590-1612) and 3) during the Soviet and
Communist era (1917-1991). From that evidence, we
can argue that Christian beliefs were eclipsed for
about 446 years. At the end the stock of Christian
beliefs of Russia is 546 years.

546

Saudi Arabia

Christinaity arrived in Saudi Arabia, pretty early,
around the year 100. Despite the fact that Chrisitianity
arrived so early, the Christian beliefs were soon
disrupted: 1) during the Age of Caliphs, 622-1517, 2)
during the Age of Ottoman Empire, 1517-1917 and 3)
durind the establishment of an Islamic Absolute
Monarchy, 1919 unil today. We can conclude from
that that chrisitian beliefs were disrupted for about
1.388 years, which implies a stock of Christian beliefs
of 522 years.

522

Singapore

In the year 1824 the entire island of Singapore became
a possession of the United Kingdom. Singapore
became independent in 1963. British left an stock of
Christian beliefs, in the year 1963, of 1516. So, we can
conclude that the stock of Christian beliefs in
Singapore for 2010 is 1563.

1563
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Chritianity arrived to South Korea in the year 1831. In
the year 1905 Japan took control of South Korea until
1945. Japan brought to South Korea its stock of
Christian beliefs. At the time that Japan left South
Korea, we can argue that Japan put at disposition to
South Korea of an stock of Christian beliefs of 973.
Accroding to Kim (1993, 2000) and Grayson (2009),
the emplantation of Christianity in South Korea was
succesfully, among the reasons is that Korean beliefs
are close to Christian beliefs. Then we can state that
South Korea kept the sotck of beliefs brought by
Japan. At the same time, South Korea could produce
an stock of Christian beliefs by itself of 179 years. We
conclude that the stock of Chrisitian beliefs of South
Korea at 2010 is 1152.

1152

Christian beliefs got into the society of Sri Lanka in
the year 1557. Then the net number of Christian
beliefs is 453.

453

Syria

Christianity arrived in Syria in the year 30. Since the
year 632, Christian beliefs were eclipsed for different
Historical events. For instance during the Age of
Caliphs, 632-1516, during the Age of Ottoman
Empire, 1516-1918 and during the Socialist regime.
However Christian beliefs could developed duing the
French mandate, 1920-1944. From that we can
conlcude that Christian beliefs were eclipsed for about
1.354 years. At the end the stock of Christian beliefs
for Syria is 626 years.

626

Taiwan

Japan ruled Taiwan from 1895 to 1945. Japan have
been a strong cultural influence for Taiwan. During
the period of time of Japanesse control, it brought and
left an stock of Christian beliefs in 1945 of 973. At the
same time, South Korea could produce an sotck of
Christian by itself of 127 years, since Christianity
arrived to Taiwan in the year 1883. There were some
circumstances in Taiwan that depreciate this stock, for
intance the Martial Law, for about 38 years. So, we
can state that the in 2010 the stock of Christian
beliefs in Taiwan was 1072.

1072

South Korea

Sri Lanka
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Tajikistan

Chrisitianity arived in the year 400. From the year 661
until nowadays, Christian beliefs were disrupted
several times. Once by the Age of Caliphs, then by the
Age of Muhal Empire after that by the Emirate of
Bukhara and at the end by the Soviet era. We can
argue that Christian beliefs were eclipsed for about
1.349 years, as a result of that the stock of Chrisitian
beliefs of Tajikistan is 261 years.

261

Thailand

Christian beliefs got into the society of Thailand in the
year 1554. The net years of Christian beliefs is then
456.

456

The Philippines

For the case of The Philippines we have that
Christianity arrived in the year 1579, making a total
number of Christianity of 431.

431

Timor-Leste

Christianity arrived in Timor-Leste in the year 1769.
The net number of Christinity is therefore 241.

241

Turkey

Christian beliefs got into Turkey in the year 33.
Christian beliefs were disrupted during the Age of
Caliphs, during the Sultanate of Seljuq, durin the
Satavid Dynasty and during the Age of Ottoman
Empire. From that, we can conclude that Christian
beleirfs were disrupted for about 1.278 years, making
an stock of Christian belief of 599.

599

Christianity arrived in the year 600. Since the year
661Christian beliefs were disrupted by different
Islamic regimes and Communiste beliefs. We can
argue that Christian beliefs were eclipsed for about
1.349 years, making a stock of Christian beliefs for
Turkmenistan of 61.

61

United Arab
Emirates

The period of time where Christian beliefs could
developed when Portuguese could settle, 1500-1650,
and ruled the country. So, we can conclude that the
stock of Christian belief is 164.

164

Uzbekistan

Christian beliefs arrived to Uzbekistan in the year 400.
In the year 661 the Caliphs regime invaded the
country, this was the start of the development of
Islamic beliefs in Uzbekistan. Christian beliefs were
disrupted for about 1.349 years, making a number of
261 years of Christian beliefs.

261

Turkmenistan
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Vietnam

Christianity arrived in the year 1659. The arrival of
Communist beliefs in Vietnam disrupted the Christian
beliefs in the year 1945 unitl today. We conclude that
the stock of Christian beliefs of Vietnanm is about
286.

286

Yemen

Christian beliefs arrived to Yemen in the year 350 and
it developed until the year 622. Since that time
Christian beliefs were disrupted the Age of Caliphs,
Age of Ottoman Empire, Age of Communism. From
that we can conclude that the stock of Christian
beliefs of Yemen is 272.

272

Algeria

Christianity arrived in the year 200. In the year 661 the
Caliphate regime invaded Algeria an enhance Islamic
beliefs until today. We can conclude, that Christian
beliefs were disrupted for about 1.349 years. We
should recognized that we can find in Algeria people
from European origen, specially from France. Then
the stock of Christian belief in Algeria will be a linear
combination of European Christian beliefs (1%) and
Native Christian beliefs(995). As a consequence we
have an stock of Christian beliefs of 471.

471

Angola

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1590. Christian beliefs were eclipsed by Communist
beliefs for about 17 years. As for the case of Algeria,
we can find in Angola people from European oringin,
specially from portugal. The the stock of Christian
belief in the society will be a linear combination
between European Christian beliefs and Native
Chrisitian beliefs. So the net year of Christian beliefs
in 410.

410

Benin

Christianity arrived into Benin in the year 1590.
Christian beliefs were disrupted by Communit beliefs
for about 15 years. As for the case of Angola, we can
find people with an European origin. Then the stock
of Christian beliefs will be a linear combination
between European beliefs, specially from France and
Native beliefs. The net year of Christian beliefs is then
316.

316
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Burkina Faso

Christian belief arrived in the year 1868. This implies a
net year of Christian beliefs of 142.

142

Burundi

Christianity arrived in the year 1879. We can find
people from European origin, specially from Belgium.
So, the stock of Christian beliefs will be a linear
combination between Europen beliefs and Native
beliefs. Then the stock of Christian beliefs for
Burundi is about 131.

131

Cameroon

Christianity arrived in the year 1842. We can find
people from European origin, specially from France.
So, the stock of Christian beliefs will be a linear
combination between Europen beliefs and Native
beliefs. Then the stock of Christian beliefs for
Burundi is about 175.

175

Cape Verde

Christianity arrived into Cape Verde in the year 1462.
As for the case of Burundi, we can find people with
an European origin. Then the stock of Christian
beliefs will be a linear combination between European
beliefs, specially from Portugal and Native beliefs. The
net year of Christian beliefs is then 554.

554

Central African
Republic

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1865. As for the case of Cape Verde, we can find in
Central African Republic people from European
oringin, specially from France. The the stock of
Christian belief in the society will be a linear
combination between European Christian beliefs and
Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the net year of Christian
beliefs is 148.

148

Chad

Christianity arrived in the year 1663. The stock of
Christian beliefs for Chad is about 347.

347

Comoros

Christianity arrived in the year 1517. The stock of
Christian beliefs for Comoros is about 493.

493

Christianity arrived in the year 1879. We can find
people from European origin, specially from France.
So, the stock of Christian beliefs will be a linear
combination between European beliefs and Native
beliefs. Then the stock of Christian beliefs for Côte
d'Ivoire is about 375.

375

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1878. The stock of
Christian beliefs for this country is about 132.

132

Côte d'Ivoire

Democratic
Republic of Congo
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Djibouti

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1846. The stock of
Christian beliefs for this country is about 164.

164

Egypt

Christianity arrived in the year 43. In the year 632 the
Caliphate regime invaded Egypt an enhance Islamic
beliefs. Egypt used to be part of the Ottoman Empire,
then once more time Christian beliefs were eclipsed by
Isalmic Beliefs.We can conclude, that Christian beliefs
were disrupted for about 1.378 years. We should
recognized that we can find in Egypt people from
European origen, specially from England. Then the
stock of Christian beliefs in Egypt will be a linear
combination between European Christian beliefs and
Native Christian beliefs. As a consequence we have a
stock of Christian beliefs of 590.

590

Christianity arrived in the year 1445. We can find
people from European origin, specially from Spain.
So, the stock of Christian beliefs will be a linear
combination between European beliefs and Native
beliefs. Then the stock of Christian beliefs for
Equatorial Guinea is about 570.

570

Eritrea

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1839. The stock of
Christian beliefs for this country is about 171.

171

Ethiopia

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1624. Christians
beliefs were disrupted by Communist beliefs for about
4 years. The stock of Christian beliefs for this country
is about 382.

382

Gabon

Christianity arrived in the year 1534. We can find
people from European origin, specially from France.
So, the stock of Christian beliefs will be a linear
combination between European beliefs and Native
beliefs. Then the stock of Christian beliefs for Gabon
is about 483.

483

Ghana

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1471. The stock of
Christian beliefs for this country is about 539.

539

Equatorial Guinea
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Guinea

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1858. As for the case of Algeria, we can find in
Guinea people from European oringin, specially from
France. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
net year of Christian beliefs is 153.

153

Guinea-Bissau

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1533. As for the case of Algeria, we can find in
Guinea-Bisseau people from European oringin,
specially from Portugal. Then the stock of Christian
belief in the society will be a linear combination
between European Christian beliefs and Native
Chrisitian beliefs. So the net year of Christian beliefs is
477.

477

Kenya

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1498. As for the case of Guinea-Bisseau, we can find
in Kenya people from European oringin, specially
from England. Then the stock of Christian belief in
the society will be a linear combination between
European Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian
beliefs. So the net year of Christian beliefs is 515.

515

Lesotho

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1833. As for the case of Kenya, we can find in
Lesotho people from European oringin, specially
from England. Then the stock of Christian belief in
the society will be a linear combination between
European Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian
beliefs. So the net year of Christian beliefs is 177.

177

Liberia

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1822. As for the case of Kenya, we can find in Liberia
people from European oringin, specially from U.S.A.
Then the stock of Christian belief in the society will be
a linear combination between European Christian
beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the net year of
Christian beliefs is 205.

205
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Libya

Christianity arrived in the year 300. In the year 622 the
Caliphate regime invaded Libya an enhance Islamic
beliefs.From that time Christian beliefs were eclipsed
by Isalmic Beliefs.We can conclude, that Christian
beliefs were disrupted for about 1.388 years. We
should recognized that we can find in Libya people
from European origen, specially from Italy. Then the
stock of Christian beliefs in Libya will be a linear
combination between European Christian beliefs and
Native Christian beliefs. As a consequence we have a
stock of Christian beliefs of 322.

322

Madagascar

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1540. As for the case of Kenya, we can find in
Madagascar people from European oringin, specially
from France. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
net year of Christian beliefs is 479.

479

Malawi

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1561. As for the case of Madagascar, we can find in
Malawi people from European oringin, specially from
England. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
net year of Christian beliefs is 469.

469

Mali

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1868. As for the case of Madagascar, we can find in
Mali people from European oringin, specially from
France. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
net year of Christian beliefs is 163.

163

Mauritania

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1763. As for the case of Madagascar, we can find in
Mali people from European oringin, specially from
France. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
net year of Christian beliefs is 253.

253
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Mauritius

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1598. As for the case of Mauritania, we can find in
Mauritus people from European oringin, specially
from England. Then the stock of Christian belief in
the society will be a linear combination between
European Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian
beliefs. So the net year of Christian beliefs is 435.

435

Morocco

Christianity arrived in the year 150. In the year 661 the
Caliphate regime invaded Morcco an enhance Islamic
beliefs.From that time Christian beliefs were eclipsed
by Isalmic Beliefs.We can conclude, that Christian
beliefs were disrupted for about 1.349 years. We
should recognized that we can find in Morcocco
people from European origen, specially from France.
Then the stock of Christian beliefs in Morocco will be
a linear combination between European Christian
beliefs and Native Christian beliefs. As a consequence
we have a stock of Christian beliefs of 530.

530

Mozambique

Christianity arrived in the year 1506. Christians beliefs
were disrupted by Communist beliefs for about 15
years. We should recognized that we can find people
from European origen, specially from Portugal. Then
the stock of Christian beliefs in Mozambique will be a
linear combination between European Christian
beliefs and Native Christian beliefs.The stock of
Christian beliefs for this country is about 489.

489

Namibia

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1805. We can find in Namibia people from South
Africa European origin. Then the stock of Christian
belief in the society will be a linear combination
between South African European Christian beliefs and
Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the net year of Christian
beliefs is 253.

253

Niger

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1864. The stock of
Christian beliefs for this country is then 146.

146

Nigeria

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1842. The stock of
Christian beliefs for this country is then 168.

168
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Christianity arrived in the year 1889. Christians beliefs
were disrupted by Communist beliefs for about 22
years. We should recognized that we can find people
from European origen, specially from France. Then
the stock of Christian beliefs in Republic of Congo
will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Christian beliefs.The
stock of Christian beliefs for this country is about
120.

120

Rwanda

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1889. Then the
stock of Christian beliefs for this country is 121.

121

São Tomé and
Príncipe

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1534. Then the
stock of Christian beliefs for this country is 476.

476

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1514. As for the case of Kenya, we can find in Senegal
people from European oringin, specially from France.
Then the stock of Christian belief in the society will be
a linear combination between European Christian
beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the net year of
Christian beliefs is 501.

501

Seychelles

Christians beliefs got into the country in the year
1742. As for the case of Senegal, we can find in
Seychelles people from European oringin, specially
from England. Then the stock of Christian belief in
the society will be a linear combination between
European Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian
beliefs. So the net year of Christian beliefs is 281.

281

Sierra Leone

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1785. Then stock
of Christian beliefs for this country is 225.

225

South Africa

Christianity got into the country in the year 1501. As
for the case of Seychelles, we can find in South Africa
people from European oringin, specially from
England. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
net year of Christian beliefs is 604.

604

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1839. Then the
stock of Christian beliefs for this country is 171.

171

Republic of Congo

Senegal

Sudan
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Swaziland

Christianity got into the country in the year 1825. As
for the case of Seychelles, we can find in Swaziland
people from European oringin, specially from
England. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
net year of Christian beliefs is 226.

226

Tanzania

Christianity got into the country in the year 1502. As
for the case of Swaziland, we can find in Tanzania
people from European oringin, specially from
England. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
stock of Christian beliefs is 508.

508

The Gambia

Christianity got into the country in the year 1651. As
for the case of Swaziland, we can find in The Gambia
people from European oringin, specially from
England. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
stock of Christian beliefs is 360.

360

Togo

Christianity got into the country in the year 1843. As
for the case of The Gambia, we can find in Togo
people from European oringin, specially from French.
Then the stock of Christian belief in the society will be
a linear combination between European Christian
beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the stock of
Christian beliefs is 171.

171

Tunisia

Christianity arrived in the year 101. In the year 661 the
Caliphate regime invaded Tunisia an enhance Islamic
beliefs. We can conclude, that Christian beliefs were
disrupted for about 1.349 years. We should recognized
that we can find in Tunisia people from European
origen, specially from France. Then the stock of
Christian beliefs in Tunisia will be a linear
combination between European Christian beliefs and
Native Christian beliefs. As a consequence we have a
stock of Christian beliefs of 569.

569
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Uganda

Christian beliefs arrived in the year 1846. Then the
stock of Christian beliefs for this country is 164.

164

Zambia

Christianity got into the country in the year 1879. As
for the case of Swaziland, we can find in Zambia
people from European oringin, specially from
England. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
stock of Christian beliefs is 135.

135

Zimbabwe

Christianity got into the country in the year 1850. As
for the case of Zambia, we can find in Zimbabwe
people from European oringin, specially from
England. Then the stock of Christian belief in the
society will be a linear combination between European
Christian beliefs and Native Chrisitian beliefs. So the
stock of Christian beliefs is 167.

167
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